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TGCP and
Partnership with Pangea Fund
❖

The Pangea Fund is an investment vehicle set-up to deploy capital into promising Indie
AA-Game projects. Beyond sourcing projects via our vast network, the Pangea Fund
will have first-look access at all titles through it’s sister business, the Pangea Cup--a
global competition to find the next big video game.

❖

The Fund is structured to invest in projects in exchange for a revenue share
agreement (not equity in the game studio). This structure allows investors to enjoy a
shorter duration and less risk. Each investment is expected to return the principal
within ~2 years and return 2-4x within 4 years. Investors are paid in dividends as each
game becomes successful thus avoiding the typical 7 year period to liquidity
associated with typical venture capital funds.

❖

The Pangea Fund terms are developer-friendly and the Fund is committed to a fair and
ethical approach to partnering with game developers. When they win, we all win.

❖

Target fund size is $50M, with 20 up to 40 Investments ranging from $500K-5M

TGCP and
Partnership with Pangea CUP
v The video game industry is booming. There are currently over 50K indie games but only
a small number become financially successful. Picking hits in video games is akin to
trying to pick hits of theatrical releases. But what if there was a way to find, assess and
predict which games would be successful. And what if you could invest in these
projects during development?
v Pangea CUP is the first Indie video game global competition, providing passionate
developers an exclusive opportunity to win a $1 million prize to produce the world’s
next big video game.
v Millions of game developers will submit their unreleased games to enter THE PANGEA
CUP. 100 finalists will join the competition.
v An All-Star team of mentors and judges from the gaming universe will select the world’s
next hit games, with live events at iconic locations.

